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Disclaimer

This investor overview is informational only and is solely for use by accredited investors in determining whether to seek additional information. This does not constitute an offer to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Offers are made only by the official offering documents and are subject to rejection or acceptance by the company. This investor overview is not, and
under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus or advertisement or a public offering of any securities. This investor overview may be deemed to constitute an offering memorandum
under the securities legislation in certain of the provinces of Canada. See “Purchasers’ Rights of Action in the Event of a Misrepresentation”. No person is authorized to give any information or to
make any representation not contained in this investor overview, and any information or representation other than those contained herein must not be relied upon. This investor overview or any
information contained in it, is not to be transmitted, reproduced or otherwise made available except with the written consent of the company. Potential investors must consult with their own
advisors as to legal, tax, business, financial and related aspects of an investment in the company.

The Company uses a number of financial measures to assess its performance. Some of these measures are not calculated in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP),
which are based on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), are not defined by GAAP and do not have standardized
meanings that would ensure consistency and comparability among companies using these measures. The Company believes that certain non-GAAP measures are useful in assessing ongoing
business performance and provide readers with a better understanding of how management assesses performance. Readers are cautioned that these non-GAAP financial measures should not be
considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS. Non-GAAP measures presented include earnings include earnings before interest and taxes
(EBIT) and earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA).

Use of Market and Industry Data

This Presentation includes market and industry data that has been obtained from third party sources, including third-party consultants, industry publications, as well as industry data prepared by
the Company’s management on the basis of its knowledge of and experience in the industry in which the Company operates (including management’s estimates and assumptions relating to the
industry based on that knowledge). Management’s knowledge of the industry has been developed through its industry experience and participation. Management believes that its industry data is
accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable, but there is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Third party sources generally state that the information
contained therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of included information. Although believed to be reliable,
the Company’s management has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this Presentation or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied
upon by such sources.
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Forward Looking Information

This investor overview includes forward-looking information and forward-looking statements (collectively, “forward-looking information”) with respect to the company. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to predictions,
expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often, but not always, using words or phrases including, but not limited to, “expects”, “does not expect”, “is expected”, “anticipates”, “does not anticipate”,
“plans”, “estimates”, “believes”, “does not believe” or “intends”, or stating that certain actions, events or results may, could, would, might or will be taken, occur or be achieved) are not statements of historical fact and may be “forward-looking
information”. This information represents predictions and actual events or results may differ materially.

Forward-looking information may relate to the company’s future outlook and anticipated events or results and may include statements regarding the company’s financial results, future financial position, expected growth of cash flows, business strategy,
budgets, projected costs, projected capital expenditures, taxes, plans, objectives, industry trends and growth opportunities. Forward-looking information contained in this investor overview is based on certain assumptions regarding expected growth,
results of operations, performance, industry trends and growth opportunities.

While management considers these assumptions to be reasonable, based on information available, they may prove to be incorrect. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual
results, performance or achievements of the company to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and other factors include, but are
not limited to risks associated with loss of investment; value of securities; no public market for securities; additional funding requirements; the ability of the company to implement its business strategies; competition; loss of key employees; the ability of
the company to main industry relationships; intellectual property protection; statutory and regulatory developments; unforeseen tax consequences; general economic conditions; currency exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations; global health
pandemics; and other factors set out under the heading “Investment Risk Factors”. The foregoing factors are not intended to be exhaustive.

Although the company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results
to differ from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking statements contained herein are made as of the date hereof and the company and its directors, officers and employees disclaim any obligation to update any forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those
anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, you should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements due to the inherent uncertainty therein.

All forward-looking information is expressly qualified in its entirety by this cautionary statement. Forward-looking information and other information contained herein concerning the ad-tech industry is based on estimates prepared by management using
data from publicly available industry sources as well as from market research and industry analysis and on assumptions based on data and knowledge of this industry which management believes to be reasonable. However, this data is inherently
imprecise, although generally indicative of relative market positions, market shares and performance characteristics. While management is not aware of any misstatements regarding any industry data or comparables presented herein, industry data and
comparables are subject to change based on various factors. The company has not independently verified any of this data from independent third party sources.

This presentation contains future-oriented financial information and financial outlook information (collectively, “FOFI”) as defined under Canadian securities laws, prepared by management of the company about the company’s reasonably estimated
prospective results of operations, revenue, cash flows, and components thereof, all of which are subject to the same assumptions, risk factors, limitations, and qualifications as set forth in the above paragraphs. Readers are cautioned that FOFI are not
guarantees of future performance, and should not be considered as such, since actual results may differ materially from those expressed in FOFI. The company and its management believe that FOFI has been prepared on a reasonable basis, reflecting
management’s best estimates and judgments. FOFI contained in this presentation were made as of the date of this presentation and is provided for the purpose of describing management of the company’s belief of the anticipated effects of the offering on
the company’s business operations. The company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any FOFI contained in this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required pursuant to applicable
law. Readers are cautioned that the FOFI contained in this document should not be used for purposes other than for which it is disclosed herein.
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WHY WE 
SHOULD 
MATTER
TO INVESTORS

Sabio
Means “Wise
or experienced”

• Strong Relationships with Leading Agencies - 20 of the top 26 agencies rely on us for 
their managed service, award winning data analysis, and creative needs.

• Blue Chip Customer Base - With brands like Wells Fargo, GM, Ford, Lyft and Disney 
having spent millions of dollars on our platform

• Emerging Leader in Connected TV (“CTV”)- Strategically positioned to win the CTV 
gold rush with major brands already as customers and over US$10M in CTV revenue in 
2021 – a 10x increase from 2020 

• Experienced Executive Team - Based in California with over 170 years of tech 
industry experience; approx. 73 employees across the US and India

• Established Ad-Tech  Company with 2021 Revenues of over US$24M and adjusted 
EBITDA* of US$1.9M - Rapidly Growing (84% YoY growth) ad-tech platform powered by a 
highly differentiated analytics engine, moving further into SaaS

* Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS and non-GAAP measure.  Please refer to  “Disclaimer” on slide 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you all for joining us for this meetingMy Name is Aziz Rahim and I am the founder and CEO of SabioI founded this business in XXX – after spending over decade in the ad/marketing industry with companies such as NBC, Fox, AT&T and OperaWhat I learnt from this experience??? …… and founded Sabio with the vision to deliver solutions that combine leading edge technology and service to provide high impact solution to our customersWe have been quite successful to date….delivering over $13M in revenue in close to $2M in EBITDA in a very challenging yearAlong the way we are proud to state that we have develop long-standing relationships with some of the leading brands and agenciesWe invested early in ConnectedTV and are now strongly positioned to take advantage of this new growth opportunity. We are are team that is highly experienced, and focused and committed to serving our clients and delivering results for our stakeholders!
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DSP/Media Business
• Demand Side Platform (DSP)
• Cross Screen Advertising  

Campaigns (Mobile & CTV)
• Early investments in Analytics & CTV
• 60% Gross Margin

SaaS Business
• Advanced Analytics for CTV and Mobile 
• Recuring Revenue Model
• Platform Agnostic (works with all DSPs)
• 90% Gross Margin

HOW DO WE 
MAKE MONEY

SSP/SaaS tech (Acquisition completed 4/1/2022)
• CTV/OTT App Dev fee based (SAAS)
• Add insertion capabilities (SAAS)
• (SAAS)
• Inventory monetization / Rev share (Media)

Advanced CTV SSP

Demand Side Platform (DSP): Supply Side Platform (SSP):

Analytics:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are a ad-tech and services company – providing technology and services to our customers – brands and ad-agencies to help them execute ad campaigns across both mobile and Connected TV –Our current business – Sabio is a media business model very similar to that of Acuity Ads here in CanadaThis business generated 100% of revenues in 2020 deliveredover 60% in GM.Our key differentiator or moat is our analytics capability – from very early on we invested in the technology and capabilities to provide our clients with deep insights and measurements about their ad spend/campaigns and helped them optimize their investments to  achieve higher ROI through better and efficient targetingWith the rise of connected TV, and privacy driven initiatives by Google and Apple, independent targeting and analytics capabilities are becoming a major need in the industry – to take advantage of this opportunity we have recently set up a separate business unit to commercialize our AppScience analytics product to target brands and ad-agenciesWe believe this will also help drive additional growth opportunities for our Media business as it opens up new relationships and expands the business with our existing customers 
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Digital Ad Spending
≈ $380 billion per year

Source: eMarketer, October 2021
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Connected TV Ad Spending 
($US billions per year)

The shift of ad-dollars from linear TV to CTV is expected to continue for the foreseeable future as 
the $60B+ currently spent on linear TV follows the viewers to CTV.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The digital ad industry has grown very quickly taking away dollars from traditional media – it is approaching $400BThe fastest growing segment within this market is the connectedTV – 50% growth in 2020 and is expected to reach $25B in the next few yearsWe recognized this consumer shift early and started making investments in early and those investments are starting to pay dividends already!
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INDUSTRY CHALLENGE
ANALYTICS

ADDRESSING A $20 BILLION PROBLEM
Nearly all TV ad spending is based on Nielsen ratings

NIELSEN CAN’T KEEP UP WITH CONNECTED TV TRENDS
The MRC has suspended Nielsen’s accreditation

THE INDUSTRY IS DEMANDING DISRUPTIVE SOLUTIONS
Industry giants are evaluating new platforms

Sabio’s AppScience has been built from the ground-up to provide real insights in a CTV world.  
Regardless of how industry standards evolve, we expect significant demand for trusted tools like AppScience
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Full CTV Tech Stack – Enable, Monetize, Validate  (“EMV”)
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• AUDIENCE AFFINITY & VALIDATION

• VERIFY IMPACT OF CTV EXPOSURE

• REPORTING & OPTIMIZATION

• CURRENCY PARTNERSHIPS

• INVENTORY MONETIZATION

• AD INSERTION & INTERACTIVITY 
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CTV PLATFORM POWERED BY MOBILE DATA

DELIVER CROSS SCREEN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
Connected TV and/or Mobile

SERVE TO CUSTOM AUDIENCE SEGMENTS 
Demo + Program viewing + App Ecosystem and more

DELIVER MARKETING INTELLIGENCE INSIGHTS
Visitations / Media Analysis / Brand Lift / App Analysis

Sabio uses data from over 300MM mobile devices AND 110MM CTV devices 
to create truly unique audience segments across 55MM CTV and Mobile 
matched households

APP
PROFILE

PROGRAM
TYPE

HISTORIC

POI

PURCHASE
SIGNAL

CENSUS
DATA

INTERESTS

APP
ECOSYSTEM
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GREAT 
BRANDS 
TRUST SABIO

TOP AGENCY PARTNERS

• Cross Screen delivering 
higher ROI for brands 

• Organic growth from 
Mobile to CTV.

• Advanced creative 
capabilities for CTV 

WHY DO WE WIN:

KEY CUSTOMERS
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ACCELERATING GROWTH IN 2021

• 96% YoY revenue growth for Q4-21. 

• 84% YoY revenue growth for 2021. 

• Added Major Brands for CTV in 2021

• No IDFA Impact

2021 Revenue Trajectory ($US M)

Source: Sabio Holdings Inc.’s financial statements published on SEDAR
All numbers above are unaudited
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RECORD YEAR in 2021
FUELED BY CTV

2017: 
- Proprietary DSP/SSP built 
- Trade Desk direct integration for 

Programmatic Campaigns 

2018: 
- App Science® Data 

Cloud/Audience Builder,  
Research, Data analysis in  
US & operations in India

- Moved from Hispanic to 
General Market 

2019: 
- Launched Connected TV
- Ford CTV Cross Screen  

Insights
- 8% YoY increase average  

deal size

13.5629

2020: 
- Connected TV takes off
- Covid disruptions
- Cost cutting + Profitability

2021:
- Raised first outside equity 

financing
- Became a Public Company with 

Listing on the TSX-V

- Record revenues of US$24.2 
million – increase of 84% over 
2020

- Gross Margin remained healthy 
at 60%.

- Positive Adjusted EBITDA of 
US$1.9 million 

Annual Revenues ($US Million)  
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ROBUST GROWTH MOMENTUM IN CTV

• CTV took off in 2H-20 after COVID 
disruption 

• 2021 CTV revenues of US$10.2 million 
– increase of over 10x from 2020

• Q4-21 CTV revenue saw an 664% YoY 
increase from $0.7M in Q3-20

• CTV accounted for 49% of the total Q4-
2021 Revenues 

CTV Revenue Trajectory ($US M) &  
Contribution % (audited)
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MULTIPLE DRIVERS FOR PROFITABLE GROWTH

Entrepreneur 2019 

“

2. ROBUST CLIENT RETENTION
• 80% retention of CTV brands with >$100K budget 
• 100% of top brands with >$1M spending from 2020 

came back for repeat business in 2021. 

1. 70% INCREASE IN DEAL SIZE
• Avg. Deal size grew nearly 70% YoY, from $59K in 

2020 to $100k in 2021 
• Driven by the CTV adoption and increased spending 

from major existing customers 

FAVORABLE 2018 – 2021 TREND 

$12.2
$16.3

$13.2

$24.2

-$3.2 -$0.3

$1.8 $1.9
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Total Revenue Adjusted EBITDA

3. UPLIFT IN SALESFORCE PRODUCTIVITY
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Margin expected for 
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STRONG CUSTOMER DIVERSIFICATION

TOP VERTICAL
2019- 2021 Revenue Percentage of Total

QSR

Healthcare

Government

Finance

Auto 15 %

12%

12%

9%

7%
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AZIZ RAHIM
Chief Executive Officer

SIMON WONG 
Executive Vice President,

Sabio Inc.

HELEN LUM
Executive Vice President,

App Science®

JASON TONG
Senior Vice President,

Engineering

JOE CAMACHO
Chief Global Expansion

Officer

• 174 years of combined Tech Industry 
experience

• 14.5 years (on average) of industry 
experience per person

• 9 years (on average) that Aziz
has known most team members 

SABIO COMPANY CULTURE  
“GREAT PLACE TO WORK” SURVEY RESULTS 
• Innovative      
• Collaborative
• Diverse  
• Accessible
• Responsive 

SAJID PREMJI
Chief Financial Officer

JON STIMMEL
Chief Growth Officer

THOMAS ENGDAHL
Executive Vice President,

Vidillion Inc. 
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SABIO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PAULA MADISON

• Four decades of Media 
management, C-suite 
experience, and proven 
leadership at global companies 
such as General Electric and 
NBCUniversal.

• CEO, Media mogul and named 
one of the most influential 
African American women in 
America

• Former owner of the Los Angeles 
Sparks WNBA basketball team.

CARL FARRELL

• Global Technology Executive 
with over 40 years of CEO 
and CRO experience 
including with SAS institute a 
3.1B annual revenue 
company.

• Proven leader of technology 
companies with global 
expansion opportunities 
resulting in seven billion 
USD annual revenues. 

• Managing Director with  
FocalPoint’s Los Angeles 
office, he heads the firm’s 
technology practice. 

• He has more than two 
decades of experience in 
technology, both as a 
software engineer and as an 
experienced advisor, 
supporting the capital 
market needs of middle-
market entrepreneurs.

MUIZZ KHERAJAZIZ RAHIMTOOLA

• CEO and Founding Team 
Member of Sabio and its 
subsidiary AppScience, Inc., 
with more than 24 years of 
experience in the TV & mobile 
advertising tech industry. 

• Has held leadership roles with 
multiple media & telecom  
companies, such as NBC 
Universal and AT&T Adworks.

JENNIFER CABALQUINTO

• CFO at 2K an American 
video game publisher, 
former CFO of the Golden 
State Warriors

• Over 25 years finance 
leadership experience in a 
variety of start-up, 
turnaround, stable and high 
growth business 
environments.
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GROWTH vs VALUATION 

Note
Magnite YoY grwoth is on a pro forma basis including Telaria, SpotX and SpringServe revenue for pre-acquisition periods
Digital Turbine 38% YoY is on a pro forma basis including Fyber and AdColony revenue for pre-acquistion periods

As of April 28, 2022

Source: AlphaSense, Company Filings 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The digital ad industry has grown very quickly taking away dollars from traditional media – it is approaching $400BThe fastest growing segment within this market is the connectedTV – 50% growth in 2020 and is expected to reach $25B in the next few yearsWe recognized this consumer shift early and started making investments in early and those investments are starting to pay dividends already!
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PUBLIC COMPARABLES

Sabio Comparables

US$ unless otherwise noted

Company Ticker
Price

(Local)

Market
Cap.

($ M)
EV

($ M) 2022E 2023E 2022E 2023E

AcuityAds Holdings Inc AT-CA C$4.11 195              123           2.1x 1.8x 7.3x 5.9x
Digital Turbine, Inc. APPS-US US$32.20 3,122           3,380       2.2x 1.6x 12.5x 8.3x
DoubleVerify Holdings, Inc. DV-US US$22.02 3,582           3,364       7.8x 6.1x 25.9x 19.3x
EQ Inc. EQ-CA C$1.18 64                56             9.2x 6.1x neg neg
Integral Ad Science Holding Corp IAS-US US$12.20 1,891           2,063       4.9x 3.9x 15.8x 12.2x
LiveRamp Holdings, Inc. RAMP-US US$32.47 2,214          1,705       2.8x 2.3x 26.1x 15.3x
Magnite, Inc. MGNI-US US$10.33 1,366           1,945       3.7x 3.1x 11.2x 8.9x
PubMatic, Inc. Class A PUBM-US US$23.76 1,233           1,102       3.9x 3.1x 10.5x 8.2x
Roku, Inc. Class A ROKU-US US$91.76 12,415         10,791     2.9x 2.2x 65.0x 31.3x
Trade Desk, Inc. Class A TTD-US US$59.57 28,953        28,278    17.9x 14.0x 47.2x 36.9x
Viant Technology, Inc. Class A DSP-US US$6.18 378              380          2.2x 1.8x 12.1x 8.0x

Mean 5,037           4,835       5.4x 4.2x 23.4x 15.4x
Median 1,891          1,945       3.7x 3.1x 14.2x 10.5x

Sabio Holdings Inc. SBIO-CA C$1.10 39                41             2.0x 1.6x 22.1x 10.7x

Enterprise Value = Market Cap less Cash plus Debt plus Preferred Equity plus Minority Interest.
Multiples greater than 75x deemed as nmf.
Source: FactSet, Company Filings
Pricing as of April 26, 2022.

April 26, 2022

Capitalization EV / Net Revenue EV / EBITDA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The digital ad industry has grown very quickly taking away dollars from traditional media – it is approaching $400BThe fastest growing segment within this market is the connectedTV – 50% growth in 2020 and is expected to reach $25B in the next few yearsWe recognized this consumer shift early and started making investments in early and those investments are starting to pay dividends already!
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VALUATION & CAPITALIZATION

ANALYST COVERAGE
Consensus Target: C$3.25 

Valuation
Listing Price (C$) - November 26, 2021 1.75$                      

Closing Price (C$) -April 26, 2022 1.10$                      

USD$ (M)

Market Cap - Basic 39.55$                    

Less Cash* 3.28$                      

Plus Debt* 4.10$                      

Enterprise Value US$40.37

Capitalization
Shares (M)

Basic Common Shares 45.51                      

Options 3.91                        

Warrants 4.18                        

Fully Diluted Shares 53.6                        

Insider Ownership (% of Basic 65%

* Cash balance as of Dec 31/2021

* Debt balance is as of Dec 31/2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The digital ad industry has grown very quickly taking away dollars from traditional media – it is approaching $400BThe fastest growing segment within this market is the connectedTV – 50% growth in 2020 and is expected to reach $25B in the next few yearsWe recognized this consumer shift early and started making investments in early and those investments are starting to pay dividends already!
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INVESTMENT 
SUMMARY

The Right Team…

• Delivering Explosive Profitable Growth
• 174 years of combined Tech Industry experience
• Core members working together for 9+ years
• 40% of team dedicated to product innovation

Strategically Positioned…

• Heavy investments into sustainable tech advantage
• AppScience analytics is unique and unparalleled in the industry
• The most comprehensive tech suite for connected TV

To Lead an AdTech Revolution in Connected TV.

• Huge gap in viewership vs. monetization in CTV is going to close rapidly
• CTV attracts 30% of TV viewership, yet 3% of TV ad budgets
• CTV ad spending expected to double from 2020 to 2023

Source: eMarketer October 2021
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Purchasers’ Rights of Action in the Event of a Misrepresentation

This investor overview may be deemed to constitute an offering memorandum under the securities legislation in certain of the provinces or territories of Canada. Securities legislation in certain of the provinces or
territories of Canada provides purchasers with a statutory right of action for damages or rescission in cases where an offering memorandum or any amendment thereto contains an untrue statement of a material fact
or omits to state a material fact that is required to be stated or is necessary to make any statement contained therein not misleading in light of the circumstances in which it was made (a “misrepresentation”). These
rights, or notice with respect thereto, must be exercised or delivered, as the case may be, by purchasers within the time limits prescribed and are subject to the defenses and limitations contained under applicable
securities legislation.

The following summaries are subject to the express provisions of the securities legislation in the applicable jurisdictions of Canada and the regulations, rules and policy statements thereunder. Readers should refer to
the securities legislation applicable in their province or territory along with the regulations, rules and policy statements thereunder for the complete text of these provisions or should consult with their legal advisor.
The contractual and statutory rights of action described below are in addition to and without derogation from any other right or remedy that a purchaser may have at law.

Ontario: If you are a resident of Ontario and if there is a misrepresentation in this investor overview, you have:

(a) a right of rescission against the company; or

(b) a right of action for damages against the company.

Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Yukon: If you are a resident of Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and
Labrador, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut or Yukon and there is a misrepresentation in this investor overview, you have:

(a) a right of rescission against the company; or

(b) a right of action for damages against the company and every person who was a director of the company at the date of this investor overview.
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Purchasers’ Rights of Action in the Event of a Misrepresentation – Continued

Saskatchewan: If you are a resident of Saskatchewan and if there is a misrepresentation in this investor overview, you have:

(a) a right of rescission against the company; or

(b) a right of action for damages against the company, every promoter and director of the company at the date this investor overview was delivered, every person or company whose consent has
been filed in respect of the offering of securities of the company, but only with respect to reports, opinions or statements made by them, and every person or company that sells these securities
on behalf of the company.

These statutory rights are available to you whether or not you relied on the misrepresentation. However, there are various defences available to the company or other persons that you have a right to sue. In
particular, they have a defence if you knew of the misrepresentation when you purchased the securities. In an action for damages, the amount recoverable shall not exceed the price at which the securities
were offered and the defendant will not be liable for all or any portion of such damages that the defendant proves does not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the
misrepresentation.

In Ontario, these rights are not available for a purchaser that is relying on the accredited investor exemption and is: (a) a Canadian financial institution, meaning either: (i) an association governed by the
Cooperative Credit Associations Act (Canada) or a central cooperative credit society for which an order has been made under section 473(1) of that act; or (ii) a bank, loan corporation, trust company, trust
corporation, insurance company, treasury branch, credit union, caisse populaire, financial services cooperative or league that, in each case, is authorized by an enactment of Canada or a jurisdiction of Canada
to carry on business in Canada or a jurisdiction of Canada; (b) a Schedule III bank, meaning an authorized foreign bank named in Schedule III of the Bank Act (Canada); (c) the Business Development Bank of
Canada incorporated under the Business Development Bank of Canada Act (Canada); or (d) a subsidiary of any person referred to in clauses (a), (b) or (c), if the person owns all of the voting securities of the
subsidiary, except the voting securities required by law to be owned by directors of that subsidiary.
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Purchasers’ Rights of Action in the Event of a Misrepresentation - Continued

If you intend to rely on the rights described above, you must do so within strict time limitations. You must commence your action for rescission within 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave
rise to the cause of action.

In Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and Labrador, Ontario, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Yukon, you must commence your action for damages within the earlier of 180 days after you first
had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action and three years after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action.

In Saskatchewan and New Brunswick, you must commence your action for damages within the earlier of one year after you first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action and six years
after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action.

In Manitoba, you must commence your action for damages within the earlier of 180 days after you first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action and two years after the date of the
transaction that gave rise to the cause of action.

In Nova Scotia, you must commence your action for damages within the earlier of 180 days after you first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action and three years after the date of the
transaction that gave rise to the cause of action. Furthermore, no action shall be commenced to enforce the right of action discussed above unless an action is commenced to enforce that right not later
than 120 days after the date on which payment was made for the securities or after the date on which the initial payment for the securities was made where payments subsequent to the initial payment
are made pursuant to a contractual commitment assumed prior to, or concurrently with, the initial payment.

Not all limitations and defences upon which the company or others may rely are described herein. Each purchaser should refer to the provisions of applicable securities legislation for a complete text
and/or consult with a legal advisor.

British Columbia, Alberta and Québec: Notwithstanding that the securities legislation in the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and Québec do not provide, or require the company to provide, to
purchasers resident in these jurisdictions any rights of action in circumstances where this investor overview or an amendment hereto contains a misrepresentation, the company hereby grants to such
purchasers contractual rights of action that are equivalent to the statutory rights of action with respect to purchasers resident in Ontario.
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Investment Risk Factors

Securities are Speculative – An investment in the securities of the company is speculative and may result in the loss of your entire investment. Only potential investors who are experienced in high-risk investments
and who can afford to lose their entire investment should consider purchasing the securities of the company.

Value of Securities of the Company – The price for the securities of the company is determined by management and may not bear any relationship to earnings, book value or other valuation criteria.

Restrictions on Transfers and No Public Market – There is currently no market through which the company’s securities may be sold, and there is no guarantee that one will develop. The securities will be sold
pursuant to exemptions from applicable securities laws and any disposition of the securities will require compliance with such laws, including resale restrictions.

Need for Future Financing – The company intends to use the net proceeds of the offering for the purposes of expanding the business development and sales activities of the company, as well as fund continuing
technology development. The company will require additional funds to develop and grow its business. There are no assurances that such financing will be available, or if available, available upon terms acceptable to
the company. If sufficient capital is not available, the company may be required to delay the expansion of its business and operations, which could have a material adverse effect on the company’s business, financial
condition, prospects or results of operations.

Business Risks – The market acceptance of the company’s products will depend upon the medical community accepting the products as clinically useful, reliable, accurate, and cost-effective as compared to existing
and future products or procedures. Market acceptance will also depend on the company’s ability to demonstrate the clinical efficacy its products and future products. Failure of these new products to achieve
significant market share could have material adverse effects on the company’s long-term business, financial condition, and results of operation.

Competition – The company cannot be certain that its business strategy or model will not be subject to current or future competition offering a similar product and service or that other competitors may gain an
advantage over the company. If the company is unable to compete it could have a material adverse effect on the company’s business. The company cannot be certain that it will successfully compete with its
competitors that may have greater financial, sales and technical resources.

Management and Personnel Risks – The company is dependent upon its key personnel to achieve its business objectives. The company is a technology-driven company, and intellectual input from key management
and personnel is critical to achieve its business objectives. The loss of the services of key personnel might significantly delay or prevent achievement of the company's business objectives.

Industry Relationship Risks – If the company fails to develop and maintain relationships with industry participants, its business could suffer. The business operations of the company will depend, in part, on
agreements with industry partners for the sale of its products and services.
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Investment Risk Factors - Continued

Intellectual Property Rights – The company’s commercial success will depend, in part, in obtaining and maintaining patent protection for the company’s licensed technology, trade mark registrations,
trade secret protection and regulatory protection as well as successfully defending third-party challenges to such technologies and intellectual property rights. If the company is not able to maintain
patent or trade secret protection on the company’s technologies, then the company may not be able to exclude competitors from developing or marketing competing products, and the company may
not be able to operate profitability.

Regulatory Risks – The adoption of new laws or the application of existing laws may decrease the demand for the company’s products and services, increase the company’s cost of doing business or
otherwise have a material adverse effect on the company’s business, results of operations, financial condition and profitability. There can be no assurance that the company will be able to cost-
effectively comply with any future laws and regulations. Failure by the company to comply with applicable laws and regulations may subject the company to civil or regulatory proceedings, including
fines or injunctions, which may have a material adverse effect on the company’s financial condition and results of operations.

Tax Matters – The return on your investment is subject to changes in Canadian federal and provincial tax laws, U.S. federal and state laws, as well as any other tax laws applicable to you. There can be
no assurance that the tax laws will not be changed in a manner which will fundamentally alter the tax consequences to investors of holding or disposing of the company’s securities.

General Economic Conditions – The financial success of the company may be sensitive to adverse changes in general economic conditions in Canada and the U.S. such as war, terrorist attacks, recession,
inflation, labour disputes, demographic changes, weather or climate changes, unemployment, currency exchange rates and interest rates. There is no assurance that the company will be successful in
marketing any of its products and services, or that the revenues from the sale of such products and services will be significant.

COVID-19 Related Risks – The company’s business could be materially and adversely affected by the risks, or the public perception of the risks, related to the COVID-19 pandemic. The company is
actively assessing and responding where possible to the potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The risk to the company, the health of its employees and to those third-party vendors that support
the company and its operations is high. The extent to which COVID-19 may impact the company’s business, operations and financial performance will depend on future developments, including the
duration and spread of the outbreak and related advisories and restrictions. The ultimate long-term impact of COVID-19 is highly uncertain and cannot be predicted with confidence at this time.
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THANK 
YOU

AZIZ R.

CEO
Aziz@sabioholding.com

Sabio and the AppScience logo are 
trademarks of Sabio Holdings Inc and 
AppScience is a registered trademark 
in the U.S.
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